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Wealth Advisory Overview 

Threading a Needle in the Dark with Gloves 

Mounting concerns over inflation, interest rates, recession, housing and labor markets, 

and global financial markets have contributed to a decidedly dejected atmosphere a 

mere six months after the borderline euphoria enjoyed as U.S. equity markets were 

closing at all-time highs as recently as January 3rd of this year. Since then, the 

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index has fallen -10.9% and the S&P 500® Index has 

declined -21.1%, while the NASDAQ Composite Index remains solidly in bear market 

territory, down -30.3% through month-end. Is this an adjustment to lofty market 

return expectations or the beginning of a more sinister secular correction? This is the 

trillion-dollar question and, really, the only one that matters; unfortunately, it is 

impossible to adequately answer, despite the misguided efforts of market pundits 

pontificating demise from a mindboggling number of media platforms. 

Simply put, answering this question is like threading a needle in the dark with gloves on, 

and the margin for error is huge. Therefore, do not try to predict short-term trends or 

time financial markets, as empirical evidence has shown that the probability of 

successfully timing exit and entry points in a cost-effective, tax-efficient manner is 

extremely low. The Investment Team believes that what does work and has proven 

successful over time is managing an investment portfolio for multiple, unpredictable 

scenarios, buying high-quality assets at favorable prices, and monitoring the economic 

cycle: in short, adhering to strategic investment mandates, while also making tactical 

adjustments to portfolio-level positioning, as needed. 

July 2022 INSIGHTS 

July 2022 Tax Information—By Becky Hoover 

I receive questions about tax issues all the time which have been generated by one 

salacious headline or another. There are fundamental “truths” about the U.S. tax regime. 

How you feel about certain aspects of our tax law and the way it is applied varies widely 

from person to person. I think it is best to be cautious before reacting or getting wound 

up in response to an article or person, especially if their credentials and background are 

not robust. Many articles found on online news platforms appear to be a real article 

until you open it and read the title carefully. They commonly have “Opinion”, 

“Commentary”, or “Advertisements” in small print, with a bio of the author at the end.  

First some facts; The U.S. Internal Revenue Code comprises the laws passed by 

Congress relating to taxes and is found in Title 26 of the United States Code. No one is 

entirely sure of how many “pages” are in the laws themselves (pages and print vary in 

size), some recent estimates put the word count at around 3.5 - 4 million.  War and 

Peace has around 560,000 words and the Harry Potter series is just over 1 million. Of 

course, that is only the statute, the laws passed by Congress. They are accompanied by 

the Treasury Regulations, which are issued by the IRS. The regulations are the Treasury 

Department’s official interpretations of the Internal Revenue Code and approximately 5-

6 times as voluminous as the actual law itself. In addition, there is additional guidance 

issued from time to time as well as case law (court cases over the last 100+ years 
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It is the Investment Team’s opinion that this is a normal market cycle, and the markets are behaving accordingly; 

however, the order of magnitude is much higher than anything we have experienced in the recent past, and investors 

need to dramatically reset their expectations without acting dramatically. Furthermore, the Investment Team believes 

that asset allocation decisions and portfolio-level positioning has been on the right side of this cycle, with cash levels 

extremely overweight and fixed income (i.e., bond) exposure relatively underweight, which is exactly how a diversified 

portfolio should be set up going into the later stages of a market cycle in anticipation of rising interest rates. Given the 

dramatic change in market drivers over the last six months, a prudent repositioning or rebalancing in-line with strategic 

asset allocations is wise. 

While predicting the future is impossible, investment managers should have intelligent, well-informed opinions 

regarding potential scenarios that dictate portfolio-level positioning. Table I, below, provides an overview of current 

positioning and recommended adjustments to diversified investment portfolios for near-term (i.e., ±12-18 months) 

and long-term time horizons based on the Investment Team’s respective economic and financial market outlooks. 

Cash & Cash Equivalents | Fixed Income 

Accordingly, after interest rate increases have been adequately priced into bond markets and coupons have risen 

sufficiently, investors should start allocating idle cash to bonds providing higher yields, but investment-grade, high-

quality bonds are the only acceptable options, as credit risk is likely to increase rapidly due to the rise in interest rates 

putting outsized pressure on highly indebted, overleveraged corporations, municipalities, 

Monthly Index Review 
USD Total Return 

Data as of June 30th 2022 
June 
2022 2021 2020 

2022 
YTD 

S&P 500® Index -8.25% +28.71% +18.40% -19.96% 

Dow Jones Industrial Average -6.56% +20.95% +9.72% -14.44% 

NASDAQ Composite -8.65% +22.18% +44.92% -29.23% 

Russell 2000 -8.22% +14.82% +19.96% -23.43% 

MSCI Emerging Markets -6.56% -2.22% +18.69% -17.47% 

MSCI EAFE -9.26% +11.78% +8.28% -19.25% 

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index -1.57% -1.54% +7.51% -10.35% 

Continued on next page 

Threading a Needle in the Dark with Gloves 

Table I: Asset Allocation Expectations 

Asset Class Current 
Short-Term 

(±12-18 Months) Long-Term 

Cash & Cash Equivalents Overweight Slightly Overweight In-Line 

Fixed Income Underweight Overweight In-Line | Slightly Underweight 

Hybrids In-Line Slightly Overweight Slightly Overweight 

U.S. Equity Slightly Overweight Slightly Underweight In-Line | Slightly Underweight 

International Equity Underweight Slightly Underweight In-Line | Slightly Overweight 

Source: McShane Partners 

“Fear, greed, and hope have destroyed more portfolio value than any recession or depression we have ever been 
through.” 

- James O’Shaughnessy 
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sovereignties, and individuals. 

With the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index having fallen as much as -19.5% since peaking on August 4th 2020, a 

considerably higher rate environment now appears to be priced into broader bond markets, making incremental 

cash investments in bonds, especially municipals for tax-sensitive individuals, considerably more attractive than 

they were at the end of last year. As can be seen in Chart I, below, the progression of the interest rate and bond 

market cycle is similar to historical episodes, with interest rates (i.e., the dark blue line) moving higher and 

precipitating a corresponding decline in bond prices (i.e., the blue-green line). The other noticeable and 

potentially disconcerting pattern is that a bottom in the bond market has historically preceded economic 

recessions in the U.S. three out of the past four times, as indicated by the shaded blue areas in Chart I. Although 

bond market corrections are uncomfortable, the relative declines pale in comparison to the severe drawdowns 

suffered during prior equity markets corrections that coincided with U.S. recessions, with the S&P 500® Index 

suffering peak-to-trough declines of -49.2% and -56.8% from 2000-2002 and 2007-2009, respectively; 

moreover, it is worth noting that during prior recessions, the broader bond market has appreciated, albeit 

modestly, therefore the Investment Team would not actively recommend broad-based rotations out of bonds and 

into equities at this later stage of the market cycle. 

Hybrids 

So far this year, asset class performance has been driven by the sudden, outsized appreciation in the price of oil, 

which is up +47.6% year-to-date (“YTD”) in 2022, and where portfolio-level exposure has been strategically 

measured. Utilities and real estate investment trusts (“REITs”) have sold off in response to the sustained rise in 

interest rates, but the Investment Team has been taking advantage of opportunities to put additional cash to 

work here with the goal of moving to overweight. 

Threading a Needle in the Dark with Gloves 

Source: McShane Partners - FactSet Research Systems, Inc. 

Chart I: Bond Prices vs. Interest Rates 

Continued on next page 

-19.5% -13.0% -12.0% -11.8% -9.3% 

S&P 500® Index Peak-to-Trough 
(USD Price Return) 

-49.2% -56.8% 
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U.S. Equity 

For the last few years, an overweight to U.S. Equity allocations made sense given the unattractively priced bond market, 

the massive amount of cash driven into markets from fiscal and monetary policy stimulus, and relative safety and 

liquidity. However, after last year’s massive and unsubstantiated upward move, valuations made it increasingly difficult 

to digest adding additional exposure to U.S. Equity, and when initial signs of volatility emerged earlier this year, the 

Investment Team worked to reduce portfolio-level overweights and fortify cash allocations. On intermittent rallies, the 

Investment Team will continue moving towards in-lines allocations where overweight. This process may result in 

realizing additional gains, but the Investment Team will try to incorporate tax-loss harvesting, where appropriate. 

International Equity 

Despite the appeal of strategic exposure to the strong demographic trends and economic growth prospects of emerging 

market (“EM”) equities, the sovereign volatility and heighted geopolitical risks, along with the massive overhang of U.S. 

dollar (“USD”) denominated debt has kept us underweight International Equity allocations consistently since rotating 

out of and removing the majority of our China exposure years prior. As these assets continue to get cheaper, and as solid 

European companies come under excessive pressure from the Ukrainian war overhang, the Investment Team will 

continue to move towards in-line positioning, but with skeptical selectivity. 

Final Thoughts 

Large unilateral position shifts are never our preference, and they are particularly dangerous during the later stages of an 

extended market cycle that has been fueled by unprecedented amounts of monetary stimulus. As this market ebbs and 

flows, the Investment Team will make prudent, calculated adjustments to asset class exposures based on absolute and 

relative valuations and underlying fundamentals, while also monitoring the dynamics of inflation and interest rates, as 

the bond market correction has quickly adjusted the data driving decisions in 2021. Prognostications about large market 

movements are not in the best interest of client portfolios or anyone’s sanity, therefore the Investment Team will refrain 

from attempting the impossible; but, increased focus on selecting attractively valued assets as they become less expensive 

has historically resulted in portfolio outperformance.  

While the Investment Team digests ongoing developments in an ever-changing economic landscape, it is critical to not 

only have a plan, but also the wisdom, to adjust and adapt in response to new data. Our plan has yielded positive results 

recently, and we remain committed to our approach in positioning portfolios for continued long-term success. 

Threading a Needle in the Dark with Gloves 

Stock & Strategy Spotlight 

Name Ticker 
2022 
YTD 

June 
2022 

Roche Holding Ltd. Spons. ADR RHHBY -17.81% -1.95% 

Description & Investment Thesis 

Earlier this month, the Investment Team added shares of Roche Holding Ltd. Spons. ADR (“RHHBY”) to applicable 

International Equity buy lists for client investment portfolios after the stock traded down to extremely attractive 

valuation levels following several months of outsized selling pressure and exaggerated negative sentiment, largely 

attributable to disappointing first quarter 2022 (“1Q22”) earnings results and an unexpected setback in one of the 

company’s Phase III clinical trials. After closing at record highs on April 8th 2022, shares of RHHBY have sold off as 

much as -28.5% through June 14th 2022, presenting a compelling opportunity for patient, valuation-sensitive 

investors given the stock’s track record of delivering positive risk-adjusted returns through multiple market cycles. 

In addition to providing complementary sector-level exposure to existing high-quality Health Care holdings within 

our U.S. Equity allocations, the Investment Team believes that shares of RHHBY should provide value-additive 

diversification benefits and enhance underlying positioning in best-of-breed names across International Equity 

allocations. As such, the Investment Team continues to look for tactical buying opportunities to initiate and/or 

increase positions in RHHBY, where prudent, in accordance with our strict valuation parameters. 
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July 2022 Tax Information 

involving litigation over the meaning and application of the Code and Regulations). The short answer is tax law is very 

complicated, full of exceptions, nuances, and gray areas.  

Given all that, I recommend looking to the source for the facts and then deciding how you feel about it. For the three-year 

period 2019 - 2021 the Federal Government collected 10.9 trillion dollars in revenue with the following split: 

• 49.2% Individual Income Taxes 

• 35.3% Social Insurance Taxes 

• 7.5% Corporate Income Taxes 

• 5.9% Ad Valorem Taxes 

• 2.2% Federal Reserve Deposits 

The federal income taxes that individuals pay makes up the largest revenue source for the U.S. government, accounting 

for nearly half of all receipts. Tinkering with the revenue source for the U.S. is serious business! There are only three 

ways to change the equation – increase revenue, reduce spending, and borrow more or less money (deficit). Since 1970, 

the federal government has run deficits during every fiscal year for all but four years, from 1998 to 2001. A recent piece 

had the headline of “False Flag: Biden Masquerades Tax Increases as Deficit Reduction”. Increasing taxes would in fact 

decrease the deficit if spending remains constant or doesn’t increase beyond the new tax revenue.  

I generally get information about federal income, expenses, and deficit (borrowing) from the Congressional Budget Office 

https://www.cbo.gov/topics/budget. The CBO is required to analyze all federal spending and revenue proposals to 

project the budget for the government for the next ten years. They also publish reports on the accuracy of their 

projections and the analysis of proposed legislation. The Tax Policy Institute https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/, and The 

Tax Foundation https://taxfoundation.org/biden-administration-tax-proposals/or, are nonprofits that have been around 

for decades and are “think tanks” that analyze and prepare white papers on proposed or even theoretical ideas (such as a 

flat tax or taxing imports).  

The “Greenbook” is published by the U.S. Department of the Treasury every year (usually in March) for the upcoming 

year. It is the outline and detail behind the President’s proposed budget. The Greenbook includes a high-level description 

of the issue, the reason for the change, and the proposal to change it. Items in the Greenbook are not law and still need to 

be included in a draft bill by Congress to go anywhere. The Greenbook is the President’s wish list and is helpful in seeing 

what they would like to see as legislation. Greenbooks are published by the Department of the Treasury 

www.home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases.com. The CBO publishes a report on each Greenbook and gives its 

assessment of the administration’s estimates in the proposed budget as well as their own estimates of the proposals.   

There is also an expenditure book that shows the value of tax benefits for a rolling ten-year period. The revenue books 

and expenditure books can be found at https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/tax-policy/tax-expenditures. The 

expenditures show the “cost” to the U.S. government of the exclusion from or reduction in tax. For example, the single 

largest item (responsible for a projected $3 Trillion in lost revenue from 2022 – 2031) is the exclusion from tax of 

employer contributions for medical insurance premiums and medical care. Meaning when an employer pays a portion of 

health care insurance so that its employees don’t have to bear the full cost of health insurance, the individual employees 

don’t have to include that in taxable income. The third highest cost, at 1.36 trillion over that timeframe, is from favorable 

capital gain rates. The second, seventh, tenth, and fourteenth most costly items all relate to home ownership and 

together are the most expensive tax break in the U.S. tax system. 

At a minimum, speak to or read the summary analysis of a respected law firm or accounting firm. They have the 

resources to devote to the complexity and are so litigation-avoidant that they fact check extensively and rarely add any 

personal color to their analysis! As always, I am available to help you find appropriate resources or discuss tax issues 

with you. (I have a graduate degree in taxation and over 25 years of public accounting experience.) 

https://www.cbo.gov/topics/budget
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/
https://taxfoundation.org/biden-administration-tax-proposals/or
http://www.home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases.com
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/tax-policy/tax-expenditures
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Retirement may have a specific date associated with it but, in fact, retirement is a series of 

phases that begin well before that actual date. There are discrepancies between the 

number of phases. Various sources list anywhere from three to seven phases but here is a 

general listing of potential phases you may experience on your way to and through 

retirement.  

Accumulation: This phase includes the years of working and building a career while also, 

hopefully, saving for retirement. 

Anticipation/Planning: This phase begins approximately 10 years prior to the planned 

retirement date. This is the time that most people seek financial guidance as their focus 

shifts from their careers and accumulating wealth to evaluating their preparedness for 

retirement. 

Honeymoon/Liberation: This phase generally lasts the first 2 years while you enjoy the 

freedom and relief from the stresses of the working world. This time often consists of reconnecting with friends and 

family, traveling, exploring new activities and hobbies. However, this can also be a phase of uncertainty as you decide 

how to spend your time and your money. 

Disenchantment/Reinvention: As the excitement and newness of retirement living wears off, many people may begin to 

feel disappointed, bored, or lonely and feel that they no longer have a sense of purpose. It is during this phase that many 

retirees look for activities that are rewarding such as a part time job, volunteer work, or whatever may spark your 

interest and add fun or meaning to your daily routine. 

Reflection/Stability: This phase may begin about 15 years into retirement. Many settle into their new life, living within 

their means as things stabilize and they acquire a new sense of purpose and identity. 

Any way you look at it, retirement is a process, not just a single event and the advisors at McShane Partners are here to 

help you every step of the way. 

Senior Planning: Phases of Retirement 

Lorri Tomlin, FPQP™ 
Partner | Wealth Advisor  

Finance Corner: How Inflation Impacts Your Financial Plan 

Lately, we have had a lot of clients ask questions about inflation. Some inflation is good, it 

shows that the economy is healthy and growing. However, too much inflation can put a 

strain on finances, especially retirees who are living on fixed incomes. It can also affect 

those nearing retirement as high inflation can erode the ability to save.  

What is Inflation? 

Inflation is the increase in the prices of goods and services in an economy. A healthy 

economy typically sees inflation of about 2 percent. The biggest factors impacting 

inflation are supply and demand, but other factors such as unemployment and expected 

prices of goods can also have an effect. Inflation can be demand driven, meaning people 

are willing to pay more for a good or service, or it can be supply driven where there are 

supply constraints causing prices to increase. Recently, we have experienced both demand 

and supply driven components of inflation. 

The Importance of a Financial Plan 

Inflation causes most people to worry, which is why it is important to have a financial plan. Whether you are planning 

for a future retirement, evaluating your retirement readiness, or estimating the amount you can safely withdraw from 

your investments, a financial plan that considers multiple inflation scenarios is a good way to be prepared for inflation 

risks. Historically, we have experienced periods of high inflation and periods of low inflation. Each year we evaluate 

where we think inflation will be over a full market cycle and adjust our financial planning assumptions where 

appropriate.  

If you are concerned about inflation and the effects it may have on your financial plan, please contact your Wealth 

Advisor. We welcome your questions and look forward to discussing the impact inflation may have on your personal 

financial plan. 

Sandy Carlson 
CFP®, CPA, CDFA® 

President & Partner | Wealth Advisor  
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Buying a first home is a topic frequently covered in our monthly editions of INSIGHTS. 

Whether its renting vs. buying, when to buy, or how to buy, it has more than likely been 

addressed. While these are important things to consider before buying that first home, 

what happens after?   

One of the first steps, and possibly the most important, is making sure that such a large 

investment is protected. While home insurance is mandatory, there can be a substantial 

gap between what is required and what is needed. These shortfalls may result in a loss that 

isn’t fully covered, or even worse, not covered at all.  

For example, flood damage, no matter the source of flooding, is NOT covered by a 

standard homeowner’s policy. Instead, coverage is offered by the federal government 

through the National Flood Insurance Program, or NFIP. Flood insurance can be obtained 

through an online marketplace which connects with local agents here. 

The next problem area arises from being underinsured. Although the peril is covered, property owners may be at risk if 

there isn’t sufficient casualty coverage in place. Reevaluating current policy limits is critical, especially in the current 

housing environment. For example, a home with a purchase price of $300,000 in 2015 may now be worth $500,000+. If 

a loss occurred and the original coverage amounts have not increased, the owner could be responsible for the shortfall.   

In addition to casualty risks, homeowners are also exposed to liability risks. While homeowner’s policies do provide 

liability coverage, these limits can be exhausted rapidly. For example, a guest could get injured on the property and sue 

for $1,000,000. If the policy limit is $500,000, the owner now has a coverage gap of $500,000. To protect themselves 

from this scenario, the homeowner can add an umbrella policy to their existing coverage. Umbrella policies provide 

additional liability protection that extends beyond homeowner’s and auto policy limits and are available once underlying 

coverage requirements are met.  

While we do not sell insurance at McShane Partners, protecting individuals and assets is a critical part of the 

comprehensive financial planning process. If you have any questions or would like additional information regarding 

insurance, your McShane Partners advisor will be happy to assist you.  

Daniel Hudspeth, CFP® 
Wealth Associate 

NextGen: What is Dollar Cost Averaging? 

With the current level of market volatility, deploying new funds into the market can 

present a challenge since no one wants to invest just before a price decline. To help ease 

this worry, investors can utilize the Dollar Cost Averaging investment strategy to slowly 

ease into the market while reducing overall investment portfolio risk.  

Dollar Cost Averaging is a strategy that invests a fixed dollar amount over a given time 

period, regardless of the market price. The goal is to decrease the overall price volatility of 

an investment. For example, if the price of Share A is $9 in Month 1, $4 in Month 2, and 

$12 in Month 3, the average price per share would be $8.33 per share. Using this example, 

the argument could be made that the entire amount should have been invested during 

Month 2 at $4 to maximize growth. On the other hand, if the full investment was made 

during Month 1 at $9, the account would have experienced a severe decline leaving 

potential long-term growth on the table.  

This strategy tends to be employed for long-term investing goals since most investments typically will experience 

appreciation during this period. However, market conditions and short-term volatility can sometimes leave investors 

hesitant. Hesitation can cause inaction while trying to time the market and individuals may miss growth opportunities or 

the opportunity to invest altogether. Utilizing the Dollar Cost Averaging strategy can help to minimize some of the 

emotion associated with investing since there is a predetermined investment schedule, regardless of market activity or 

stock price.  

As we have discussed, Dollar Cost Averaging can be a great option for new investors or those uncertain about short-term 

market performance. A few things consider before deploying this strategy are opportunity costs, potential investment fees, 

and extended time period for market entry. As we navigate the current market, we constantly review and update 

investment strategies as appropriate for clients. 

Ryan Vaudrin, CFP®, CDFA® 
Partner | Wealth Advisor 

NextGen: Protecting Your (Property) Investment 

https://www.floodsmart.gov/flood-insurance-provider
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McShane Partners 

Wealth management is our only business; therefore, 

our attention is undivided, and our intentions are 

transparent. 

Information provided in this newsletter should not be considered or interpreted as advice for your 

particular financial situation. Please consult a professional advisor for advice regarding your 

specific financial needs. 

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To comply with requirements imposed by the United States Treasury 

Department, any information regarding any U.S. federal tax matters contained in this 

communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, as advice for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed 

herein. 

This newsletter is for discussion purposes only and represents the opinions of McShane Partners. 

McShane Partners is a Registered Investment Advisor. 
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Canadian Rockies & Glacier National 
Park 

Charlotte  Squawks 

Financial Aspects of Divorce 

WCNC-TV recently interviewed our very own Becky 

Hoover for a segment regarding the financial aspects of 

divorce.  

For the 5th year, McShane Partners hosted a fun crowd for 

Charlotte Squawks and the company and performance did 

not disappoint. This is an annual tradition so let us know 

if you want to join next year. 

Sandy Carlson and her husband Justin enjoyed a reprieve 

from the Charlotte heat with a long awaited vacation to 

the Canadian Rockies and Glacier National Park.  

mailto:mcshane@mcshanepartners.com

